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Why Read This Report
Apple is the most valuable brand in the world. Its unrivalled portfolio, category-defining innovation, legendary design, and, most of all, its rabid fandom makes it one of the most worshipped brands among marketers. Read this report to find out the brand marketing secrets of the world’s most coveted brand.

Key Takeaways

Your Brand Is Your Business
Lead with a brand that is built with the clear purpose of adding value to your consumers’ lives. Profit will follow.

Build On Human Principles
Put the humanity of your consumer front and center. Steep your marketing in empathy to understand the consumer and to inspire your strategies.

Never Settle
Your brand is shaped by the experience it delivers. Every bit of that experience reflects on your brand and reshapes its perception, so you must own and obsess about every detail.
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Apple Puts A Large “Dent In The Universe”

In 1997, Apple was ready for rebirth, and Steve Jobs prepared for his second coming. Bleary-eyed from being up until 3 a.m., with tousled hair and a rumpled, later-iconic black turtleneck, Jobs took the stage at Apple and gave his co-workers the mantra by which Apple continues to define itself over 20 years later — “Think different.” Jobs also gave the world something the world had never seen before, a translucent Bondi Blue computer, and set in motion an unrelenting juggernaut to create a “dent in the universe.”

Apple has created:

› Immense and enduring value. In 2010, Apple ranked as the 17th most valuable brand in the world. Just three years later, it had garnered the top spot and has remained there. Since 2010, Apple’s brand value has increased at a compound annual growth rate of 36%, while the entire “brandscape” has grown at a comparatively modest 7%. The pervasive BYOD movement is testament to how a once-consumer-technology brand has muscled its way into business, squeezing giants like Microsoft and destroying the formerly untouchable Nokia and BlackBerry. Apple has not rested on its computing and mobile laurels; in September 2017, CEO Tim Cook announced that Apple had crept past Rolex to be the “No. 1 watch brand in the world.” The brand that caught fire with Gen Xers in 1997 continues to rage on with the smartphone-fueled Gen Zers of 2018.

› Game-changing transformation. Few brands can affect a single meaningful transformation of a category; Apple has done it numerous times. It took the computing world by storm by creating a self-contained machine of almost childlike simplicity. The iPod and iTunes revolutionized the music industry, changing how songs were consumed and creating a micropayment foundation later also used for the App Store. Disrupting itself, Apple created in the iPhone the convergence that pundits had prophesied for years. Apple’s revenue mix has shifted to represent the evolution of its business, from computers to mobile (see Figure 1). Critics — who say that Apple has not had transformative innovation since the iPhone — hold the brand to a standard few others have to meet and overlook a steady stream of advances. For example, ARKit, which builds augmented reality (AR) right into iOS 11, could transform the tepid AR space with apps like IKEA Place (see Figure 2). And the new iPhone X secures Apple’s leadership in the high-end smartphone segment.

› Unfettered devotion. Brands that trade on stock exchanges don’t usually make for good tattoos. Not so for Apple. Cristof Koch, Caltech neuroscientist and discoverer of the “Bill Clinton neuron,” has just such a tattoo. “There’s a whole community of us. I bet you there’s no person with a Microsoft logo,” he says. Apple’s grip on culture is of religious intensity. Steve Jobs attained messianic status well before his death, and Paco Underhill calls the Apple retail experience “not a store” but “an exercise in evangelicism.” Lengthy queues still abound for the latest iPhone release, even though it’s in almost its 20th iteration. There was even a dating site exclusively for Apple fan boys and girls in search of love. The real power of the brand lives not on the balance sheet but in the unalloyed passion of its fans.
FIGURE 1 In Just Seven Years, The iPhone Overtook The Mac As Apple’s Most Lucrative Product

The rise of the iPhone

Source: Forrester estimates based on Apple’s 10Ks, 2010 and 2017
Learn How To “Brand Different” From Apple

The brand that “thinks different” also “brands different.” But before distilling Apple’s magical difference into a playbook, we must address the elephant in the room. A good playbook serves many masters; it needs to be widely applicable and replicable. In the eyes of many, Apple is indistinguishable from Steve Jobs: They contend that Apple’s success is not replicable, residing uniquely in his genius. They are incorrect; there is more to Apple than the cult of personality.

Undeniably, Jobs defined Apple and, in doing so, established certain foundational principles that have bolstered Apple well past his death. “Some of me,” he said, “is in the DNA of the company . . . [but] Apple is a complex multicellular organism.” And this complex organism, the Apple brand, has only climbed from strength to strength. From Jobs’ death until the beginning of 2018, Apple’s stock price outpaced the S&P 500 by about 40% (see Figure 3). Its brand equity, as measured on several
dimensions by Y&R’s BAV Group, has become stronger under Tim Cook (see Figure 4). It is from the principles underpinning Apple’s sustained success that we construct this playbook. To emulate the success of the Apple brand, you must adopt three “brand different” principles.

**FIGURE 3** Apple’s Stock Outpaces The S&P 500 Index, 2012 To 2017

**Growth comparison: Apple and the S&P 500**

- Apple
- S&P 500

Source: Forrester estimates based on an indexing of the S&P 500 and Apple stock, 2012 to 2017
FIGURE 4 Y&R’s BAV Group Measured Changes In Apple’s Brand Equity

Apple’s brand equity performance improved from 2011 to 2017

BAV brand pillars (percentile score)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energized differentiation</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevance</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esteem</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: BrandAsset Valuator USA All Adults 2007, 2017, Young & Rubicam BAV Group

1. “Hero” Your Brand

Central to Apple’s success is a keen understanding of what a brand stands for and how to nurture it to be at the very soul of your engagement across every experience with customers and prospects. To “hero” your brand like Apple does, you must:

› Have a clear purpose. It was always clear to Jobs that Apple inhabited a complicated and noisy world, where brands clamored for attention with people who had limited recall. Apple “had to be really clear about what we want them to know about us.”15 It had to be like Nike, he said, which sold shoes but never once talked about shoes, instead honoring athletes and athleticism. Many confuse purpose with social good; they shouldn’t. Purpose is a brand’s raison d’être, its essence, and the foundation of its emotional relationship with the outside world. According to Anne Rivers, managing director of BAV Group, which collects and analyzes quantitative data on the emotional attributes of global brands, “the Apple brand has maintained a remarkably consistent purpose and essence for the last 10 years, being defined by attributes such as progressive, innovative, and intelligent” (see Figure 5).
 › **Make brand lead profit, not the other way around.** Behind our obsession with ROI-justifying everything often lies a precarious belief in and second-guessing of our core strategy. But Apple shows us that having faith in your clear brand purpose and direction will be handsomely rewarded. Apple's retail store was never a profit play. One-time head John Browett was fired because he tried to increase profitability by cutting customer service hours. Yet the Apple Store experience generated significantly more revenue per square foot than the more commercially oriented Best Buy. “Crapware” — the antivirus and subscription offers that PC companies tack on — has always been anathema to Apple. It brings in revenue but, to Apple, violates the brand experience. According to Tim Cook, “you just have to have faith that the strategy itself leads to [financial results] . . . focusing on [the results] . . . makes [them] worse because you take your eyes off what really matters.”

 › **Live your brand.** In the late 1970s, Mike Markkula, employee No. 3, early investor, and one-time CEO of Apple, penned a one-pager on Apple's marketing philosophy in which he emphasized a principle called “impute.” Simply stated, “people do judge a book by its covers.” This principle has defined Apple’s brand execution ever since. Its industrial aesthetic, understated opulence, and maniacal attention to detail bring the brand to life in a manner consistent with what it stands for — distinctiveness and progressiveness. Steve Jobs could not bear the prospect of advertising Apple on anything but prime real estate — in a magazine, on TV, or on a Manhattan skyscraper — because the viewer imputes from the choice of venue. Apple painstakingly and purposefully crafts every brand facet and expression to signal the brand's purpose. Most of all, the brand is lived through its people at this tech company where, in the words of Tim Cook, “technology is a background thing.” In the foreground are a “group of people who are trying to change the world for the better.”

 › **Let brand inspire product.** Brand marketers are often torn between allegiance to the brand and the need to push products. As Apple demonstrates, this is a false dichotomy. Apple’s brand essence provides consumers with an aspirational target. The products then create paths for consumers to share in the brand essence and to strive to realize their personal goals. It’s a virtuous cycle where products connect an inspired community to a purposeful brand. To avoid splintering marketing spend, the Think Different hero ads gave way to product campaigns once they had worked their magic. The seduction of features that are seldom new but always distinctively Apple reinforces the core brand. The Shot on iPhone initiative, for example, masterfully transforms the iPhone's camera functionality into enabling the Apple community to express its individuality — using Apple products to tap into the creativity and passion that pulses through the brand’s arteries.
Apple’s personality has remained remarkably consistent over the past 10 years

Apple’s top five emotional attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progressive</td>
<td>Progressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative</td>
<td>Up to date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visionary</td>
<td>Innovative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligent</td>
<td>Worth more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up to date</td>
<td>Intelligent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: These emotional attributes rise to the top among 48 that BAV measured using a quantitative survey. The Apple brand base size is N = 2,597 for 2007 and 4,958 for 2017 (US only).

Source: BrandAsset Valuator USA All Adults 2007, 2017, Young & Rubicam BAV Group

2. Humanize Your Branding

In an increasingly data-obsessed marketing world, Apple is an aberration. Steve Jobs displayed an aversion to traditional research and testing and didn’t let the “noise of others’ opinions drown out [his] inner voice.” The certitude of Apple, and the brilliance of its marketing, comes less from borrowed wisdom and more from its seemingly innate philosophy about branding and marketing, which injects humanness into the way a brand both understands its audience and transforms this understanding into brand experience. Apple bases its philosophy on four tenets:

› **Live and breathe empathy.** An empathetic brand develops a keen understanding of its audience by developing the ability to feel as its audience does. The evolution of the personal computer beyond geeky denizens of garages, not unlike co-founders Jobs and Steve Wozniak, resulted from Apple’s ability to sense and cater to the unspoken needs of everyday users. The iPod did not harp on better features and functionality than all the other MP3 players it was up against; instead, it promised “1,000 songs in your pocket.” Apple codifies this philosophy in its standard operating
procedure: The Apple Store’s retail manual states “your job is to understand all of your customers’ needs — some of which they may not realize they have.”24 What could be more human, more quintessentially Apple than a computer in the 1980s that said “Hello”?25

› Make everything simple. Empathy begets simplicity. Apple marketers work under a sign that reads: SIMPLIFY. SIMPLIFY. SIMPLIFY — with the first two crossed out.26 When a brand’s intuition aligns with consumer need, it strips away extraneous baggage. Jobs’ devotion to simplicity had architectural origins: his childhood Eichler home, Bauhaus, and Mies van der Rohe.27 It’s no surprise that Apple stores use just three materials: wood, glass, and steel.28 Apple has expanded this industrial design aesthetic into its experience design by stripping away ornamentation that is superfluous to customers’ needs. The graceful devices, stark packaging, and sleek stores are a paean to Apple’s design ethic. The iBook got rid of wires to go Wi-Fi; the iPhone went to a single button; the iPad shied away from the stylus for many years; and the iPhone 7, despite a cacophony of complaints, did away with wired headphones.29

› Be bold in your conviction. Simple is not easy; it’s bold. It takes guts to shape preference, rather than react to it. Apple’s commitment to empathy and simple human principles emboldens it with far more license than its peers. At a time when computing was serious business, Apple debuted a translucent Bondi Blue laptop. The all-buttons BlackBerry fell prey to the simple iPhone home button. iPads shun the multitude of card slots and connections that are still on most tablets yet lead the tablet market — selling almost twice as many as the No. 2 player.30 It’s true: To be courageous is risky. The Newton, the hockey-puck mouse, a botched CompUSA retail concept — there have been plenty of goofs. But Apple retains the courage of its convictions, despite, for example, the collective groan emanating from iPhone 7 headphone jack removal. But isn’t life far simpler without wires?

› Make human connections. A brand can provide a way for people to express their humanity. This expression is most powerful, and the brand most energized, when it is shared. From the beginning, the Apple brand has aimed to represent a way for people to live their lives better. From expressing creativity on the Macintosh to cherishing memories via the iPhone’s camera, every device and each of its features and functionality have a human purpose. Apple’s masterstroke in nurturing shared expression has been its retail experience.31 “The goal,” says Angela Ahrendts, Apple’s senior vice president of retail, “is to help foster human experiences that draw people out of their digital bubbles.” Teachers’ Tuesdays, Photo Walks, and classrooms for aspiring coders all create human connections.32 The Apple retail experience and its “Today at Apple” program is a modern town square concept that connects people through shared passion.

3. Take Control Of Your Experience

In today’s smartphone-fueled, social media frenzy, the locus of conversation has shifted from brands to consumers. However, plenty about the brand remains within marketers’ control. A brand like Apple is successful because it obsesses about getting right every little detail of what it offers and how it engages with its audiences. The three most important lessons from Apple are to:
Focus your offering. In crafting a portfolio, you must decide what to include and, more importantly, what to exclude. Jobs, a fan of Nike, once told its CEO to “get rid of the crappy stuff and focus on the good stuff.” What distinguishes the Apple product portfolio from an HP or a Lenovo portfolio is a simple architecture that lends itself to intuitive decision making. Neuromarketers call this creating “processing efficiency” — a brand that is easy to choose is chosen more often. Brands like Tide excel at this because they become part of a consumer’s habit. Apple has made consumer choice easy with a simple portfolio that interconnects seamlessly: You buy the connected experience. And Apple practices fierce parsimony: It backed off from the Newton, jettisoned its undifferentiated printers, and paused iPad development to prioritize the iPhone.

Own what matters. The defining element of the Apple experience is its carefully curated “walled garden” ecosystem, with complete integration between hardware and software. “No other company,” said Jobs, “could make a MacBook Air, and the reason is that not only do we control the hardware, we control the operating system.” Apple insisted on controlling the user interface and branding during the AT&T-exclusive iPhone launch. It sent its own people into Best Buy to work the floor when the chain first started carrying iPhones. Other business models embrace openness: Amazon’s marketplace is a “messy and massive jungle” with more than 2 million sellers. Apple’s gamble, however, is to risk relevance rather than cede control. And it’s not backing down anytime soon. The 2018 HomePod has been called “unapologetically Apple” and “openly hostile to any hardware or service not made by Apple.” The brand’s refusal to play nice, even as a late entrant, is risky but very much on brand. The HomePod, whose audio capabilities have been exceptionally well reviewed, makes the walled garden that much more alluring for outsiders.

Never settle. When you truly own something, you sweat the details. Apple is controlling: It specifies the kind of saw that cuts the glass for its devices, a decision most manufacturers would leave to their component manufacturers. Its packaging obsession far exceeds that of CPG companies that often live and die by their boxes. Designers create and test “endless series of arrows, colors, and tapes for a tiny tab designed to show consumers where to pull back the invisible, full-bleed sticker.” The first iPhone came in a spring-loaded box that opened slowly, extending the anticipation before release; CX experts now hail this as a dopamine-friendly best practice. Apple’s pride in its brand and concomitant attention to every obscure detail makes it different. It also ensures that every little bit of the experience trumpets what is so unique about Apple. Forty years on, Markkula would be proud to see how faithful the brand has been to his impute doctrine.

Recommendations

Embrace Human-Centered, Ideas-Driven Marketing

Apple’s eponymous 1984 campaign took a sledgehammer to soulless computing. Apple’s “brand different” principles take aim at mindless marketing. Plenty of businesses with well-oiled marketing machines get by just fine, but nothing about getting by creates a dent in the universe. Apple’s lessons
run counter to common practice in many marketing organizations and may be distinctly uncomfortable for many. But for those with the curiosity to learn and the temerity to try, the fruits of a brand like Apple await. To emulate Apple, CMOs must:

- **Put the human above the product.** In the grind of marketing execution, it is easy to lose sight of what really matters. A brand is much more than bits and bytes, products and services; it is what connects the business to a living, breathing, and complex human. To understand brand, we must look beyond products (and services) and understand the human decision-making process. Steve Jobs was clear that, “it is in Apple’s DNA that technology alone is not enough — it’s technology married with liberal arts, married with the humanities, that yield us the results that makes the heart sing.” Classic brand management has suffered from a void, one that psychology, neuroscience, and the social sciences are now slowly filling. This commitment to the primacy of humanness in the brand relationship creates the empathy needed to give a brand keen insight into the deep-seated needs of its customers.

- **Put ideas above process.** Modern marketing doesn’t lack templates, testing, assessments, and processes for analysis and exploration. But the best initiatives come from ideas, and the best ideas come from inspiration. The moral of Apple’s story is that you must make process serve the idea and never let it kill creativity. Creativity stems from deep empathetic insight, not from crosstabs on a spreadsheet. A large part of Apple’s consumer centricity is this “inner voice” and the “courage to follow your heart and intuition.” Most large companies are plagued not by a lack of information but by a lack of insight. Taking a chance on inspiration is risky. You will make mistakes, but you can fix them. The tremendously popular iPod Silhouette campaign came on the heels of another that bombed in the market. Let your inner voice, not the noise of other people’s opinions, be your muse.

- **Put poets above pragmatists.** Apple thrives on a multidisciplinary worldview. Jobs said that “part of what made the Macintosh great was that the people working on it were musicians and poets and artists and zoologists and historians who also happened to be the best computer scientists in the world.” Since 2008, academics like Yale economic sociologist Joel Podolny and Harvard historian Richard Tedlow have created nontraditional MBA-type training programs for Apple University. It is tempting to follow the crowd in search of data scientists and spreadsheet ninjas, but it takes an Apple-like clarity of vision to also look elsewhere. Kim Clifford, director of the Experience Center at PWC, shares that vision. “As technology advances,” says Kim, “we need to balance our staff with philosophers and high-EQ recruits so we continue to focus on making the human the hero in a world where disruptive technology is taking over.” Brands, says Clorox CMO Eric Reynolds, are where “magic and mystery are happening.” Who better to tackle magic and mystery than poets and philosophers?

- **Put culture above all else.** What you get on the outside at Apple reflects the culture on the inside. Ken Segall, an agency creative director for several tech brands who went through 29 product introductions at Apple, compares the overblown complexity of Dell’s marketing approach to the simplicity of Apple’s: “There’s something in the blood at Dell that requires it — there’s something
CEOs and CMOs to be culture outliers. They need to forbid the organization from being distracted from its essential brand purpose. In a world of templates, budgets, and committees, that may sound crazy. But as Jobs said, “people who think they are crazy enough to change the world are the ones that actually do.”
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